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The first event for the year was Mastermind, having a quiz round and a
presentation round. The participants came in teams of two. The quiz stressed on
skills like quick thinking and logical analysis.On the basis of their performance in
round 1, six teams were selected to the final round. Here, each team was allotted a
social cause, on which they were to make a presentation followed by a Q & A
round. The judges for the final round were Mr.Vishram Patil, Prof.Chitra Thomas
and Prof. Conrad Coelho. The second event of the year was 'Bizz Mantra' week
with three events from the 6th of December, 2012 to 10th of December, 2012.The

first event was called 'Acumen' where Gnanesh Mehta, the quiz master, quizzed
teams on application of theoretical concepts, lateral thinking and logical
analysis.Teams were randomly made thus adding to the sense of uncertainty and
teamwork; there was negative marking and the chance to pass on the question
to a particular team. Next up in Bizz Mantra week was Amulya – an info
documentary and group discussion on the life and times of Amul and its founder
Dr. V Kurein. This event was judged by Dr. Ritika Khurana. Mock stock exchange
- with a twist – brought Bizz Mantra to an end. With prices being determined by
actual demand and supply, the real time price fluctuation added to the fun element
of this event. Planning Forum this year saw participation of 235 students.

